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Can the processes of natural evolution be mimicked to create robots or
autonomous agents? This question embodies the most fundamental goals of
evolutionary robotics (ER). ER is a field of research that explores the use of
artificial evolution and evolutionary computing for learning of control in
autonomous robots, and in autonomous agents in general.
In a typical ER experiment, robots, or more precisely their control systems, are
evolved to perform a given task in which they must interact dynamically with
their environment. Controllers compete in the environment and are selected and
propagated based on their ability (or fitness) to perform the desired task. A key
component of this process is the manner in which the fitness of the evolving
controllers is measured.
In ER, fitness is measured by a fitness function or objective function. This
function applies some given criteria to determine which robots or agents are better
at performing the task for which they are being evolved. Fitness functions can
introduce varying levels of a priori knowledge into evolving populations. Some
types of fitness functions encode the important features of a known solution to a
given task. Populations of controllers evolved using such functions then
reproduce these features and essentially evolve control systems that duplicate an a
priori known algorithm. In contrast to this, evolution can also be performed using
a fitness function that incorporates no knowledge of how the particular task at
hand is to be achieved. In these cases all selection is based only on whether
robots/agents succeed or fail to complete the task. Such fitness functions are
referred to as aggregate because they combine the benefit or deficit of all actions
a given agent performs into a single success/failure term.
Fitness functions that select for specific solutions do not allow for
fundamentally novel control learning. At best, these fitness functions perform
some degree of optimization, and provide a method for transferring known control
heuristics to robots. At some level, selection must be based on a degree of overall
task completion independent of particular behaviors or task solution features if
true learning rather than simple optimization or transference is to be achieved.
Aggregate fitness functions measure overall task completion. However, they
can suffer from an inability to produce non-random selection in nascent
unevolved populations. If the task is too difficult, it is likely that none of the
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randomly initialized controllers will be able to make any meaningful progress
toward completing the overall task.
This chapter investigates how aggregate fitness functions have been and
continue to be used in ER, what levels of success they have generated relative to
other fitness measurement methods, and how problems with them might be
overcome.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A distinction can be made between what a robot does, and how it does it. That
is, there is a difference between the task that a robot is to perform, and the manner
in which it performs or solves the task. For example, consider a robot that is to be
designed to move toward a light source (phototaxis). The robot’s task is
phototaxis, but there are many ways in which this task could be performed. For
instance, the robot might detect the light source, turn toward it, and then move
forward until it collides with the source. Another solution might be for the robot
to just wander around in its environment until it detected a threshold magnitude of
light indicating it was near the source, at which point it would stop.
In general there are many solutions (of varying quality) to any given task.
Determining the relative qualities of different solutions is essential for control
learning. In artificial evolution-based forms of learning, fitness functions make
this determination in an automatic or algorithmic way. The distinction between
task and task solution defines two broad classes of fitness functions, namely
behavioral fitness functions and aggregate fitness functions, and these will be a
central focus of discussion in the following sections of this chapter.
Most autonomous robot systems are currently programmed by hand to perform
their intended tasks. Learning to perform non-trivial tasks remains a largely
unsolved problem in autonomous robotics. Evolutionary robotics approaches the
problem of autonomous control learning through population-based artificial
evolution. ER methods bear a great deal of similarity to other approaches to
controller learning in autonomous robots. In particular, most learning methods
require an objective function, and although the discussion in this chapter is
focused on experimental work that involved population-based learning, most of
the issues related to fitness evaluation are directly relevant to any autonomous
system that is intended to learn basic control or behavior in a dynamic
environment.
We should point out here that other applications of machine
learning in robots that are not aimed at learning the primary dynamic control of an
agent, such as object recognition, mapping, or trajectory tracking, are generally
amenable to heuristic algorithmic methods, or example-based gradient descent
learning methods. These methods are not directly applicable to systems intended
to learn how to perform complex tasks autonomously in dynamic environments.
To date, ER research has almost exclusively focused its attention on a handful
of benchmark robot behavioral tasks, including phototaxis, locomotion and object
avoidance, foraging, and goal homing. A large portion of this research has used
fitness functions that selected for particular task solution elements that were
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known a priori to allow the task to be accomplished. Because of the simplicity of
the tasks investigated, many of the fundamental problems associated with using
fitness functions that contain a priori task solution information have not become
apparent. If there are only a few near-optimal solutions to a particular problem, it
is less obvious that a particular fitness function might have forced the evolution of
some of the features of a resulting solution. The focus on a few simple tasks has
also downplayed problems associated with the application of aggregate selection,
to a degree. If a task is simple enough, an aggregate fitness function is likely to
be able to drive evolution effectively starting from a randomly initialized
population with no special treatment.
An important unanswered question within the field of ER is whether the
methods used up to this point can be generalized to produce more sophisticated
truly non-trivial autonomous robot control systems. Successful evolution of
intelligent autonomous robot controllers is ultimately dependent on obtaining
suitable fitness functions that are capable of selecting for task competence without
specifying the low-level implementation details of those behaviors.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: the rest of this section
provides a general summary of ER methodology and related terms, and lays the
foundation for discussion in later sections.
In Sections II and III we very briefly review the field of ER research in general
and then provide a more in-depth review of ER work in which aggregate or
nearly aggregate selection mechanisms were used.
In Section IV we discuss methods for overcoming difficulties associated with
using aggregate fitness functions to evolve populations of mobile robot controllers
for specific tasks.
In section V we provide an overview of our own work, which investigated
methods for overcoming difficulties associated with aggregate selection in
evolutionary robotics.
In section VI we conclude the article with a discussion of the long-term
prospects of using artificial evolution to generate complex autonomous mobile
robot controllers.
A. Evolutionary Robotics Process Overview
In a typical ER experiment, artificial evolution and genetic algorithms are used
to create robot or agent controllers able to perform some sort of autonomous task
or behavior. The artificial evolution process starts with a randomly initialized
population of robot or agent controllers. Over a series of generations or trial
evaluation periods robots compete against one another to perform a given task.
Robots that perform the task better are selected and their control systems are
duplicated and altered using operations inspired by natural mutation and
recombination. The altered controllers (the offspring) then replace the controllers
of the poorly performing robots in the population. This process is iterated many
times until a suitably fit controller arises.
It is possible to seed initial populations with controllers that are not randomly
configured. Such populations might come from a previous evolutionary process
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(incremental evolution [29]), from a hand-directed training method (clicker or
breeder training [53]), or could have been initially configured by some other
means. However, such previously configured seed populations contain biases,
and these biases can have an effect on the course of later evolution.
B. Bias
Before entering into a description of types of fitness functions used in ER, it
makes sense to say a word or two about bias and sources of bias in evolving
systems.
In the most general sense, bias refers to a tendency of a given dynamic system
to develop toward a particular state. Bias in this context can be thought of as a
form of pressure acting to change or evolve a system toward a particular quality
or form. We use the terms primary and secondary bias.
Primary bias (or representation bias) describes any bias introduced due to a
system’s fundamental representation. Tendencies or abilities of a system due to
the fundamental rules that describe the system (as in a simulation) are forms of
representation bias.
Secondary biases are those that are imposed on a given system from outside
the system in a way that is not necessarily consistent with the underlying
representation of the system. Selection mechanisms in the form of fitness
functions in artificial evolutionary systems represent secondary biases. As a side
note we point out that selection mechanisms in natural evolution as observed in
life on Earth do in fact stem at some level from primary representation bias, so in
some sense there is no secondary bias in natural evolution. This is not the case in
artificial evolutionary systems that use explicit selection mechanisms. Fitness
functions in ER are imposed at a very high level and cannot be reduced to be
consistent with fundamental physical law.
C. Fitness Functions
The fitness function is at the heart of an evolutionary computing application. It
is responsible for determining which solutions (controllers in the case of ER)
within a population are better at solving the particular task at hand. For
optimization or classification applications, data sets and error minimization fitness
functions can be applied and have proven to be very powerful. But these data set
and error minimization functions are not generally applicable to ER or intelligent
control learning because the information required to formulate them is equivalent
to the information the system is intended to learn. If one had in hand a functional
specification of a given intelligent control algorithm at the sensor/actuator level, it
would make little sense to use this to train an agent. A control program could be
written directly from the specification. For all but the most trivial intelligent
autonomous control problems, an appropriate mapping between sensor inputs and
actuator outputs is not known. Often only a description of the robot’s final state
in its environment is definable, hence this must be used to train the controllers.
Standard methods of state space reinforcement learning (RL) such as Q-learning
are also not applicable to non-trivial autonomous intelligent control problems
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because adequate discrete state spaces cannot be formulated. There has been
some work developing methods of converting continuous state spaces into
discrete state spaces, and to applying RL to continuous high dimensional systems,
but again, the information necessary to formulate these representations is in
general equivalent to the information needed to specify the desired control
algorithm.
In current research aimed at evolving populations of autonomous robot
controllers capable of performing complex tasks, the fitness function is almost
always the limiting factor in achievable controller quality. This limit is usually
manifested by a plateau in fitness in later generations, and indicates that the
fitness selection function is no longer able to detect fitness differences between
individuals in the evolving population.
As mentioned above, for purposes of discussion, will define two fundamental
classes of fitness functions used in ER. These are behavioral and aggregate. We
will also define a class of fitness functions that represents a combination of these
two basic ones, taking elements from each. These will be called tailored fitness
functions and are representative of a general tendency of researchers in this area
to create hand-formulated fitness functions that select for many features of control
that they might believe will result in successful evolution of controllers capable of
performing a desired task.
Behavioral fitness functions are task-specific hand-formulated functions that
measure various aspects of what a robot is doing locally and how it is doing it.
These types of functions generally include several sub-functions or terms that are
combined into a weighted sum or product. Behavioral fitness functions measure
simple action-response behaviors, low-level sensor-actuator mappings, or lowlevel actions the robot might perform. For example, if one wished to evolve
robots to move about an environment and avoid obstacles, one might formulate a
behavioral fitness function that includes a term in the fitness selection function
that is maximized if a robot turns when its forward sensors are stimulated at close
range. In this example robot controllers will evolve to produce particular actuator
outputs in response to particular sensor inputs. Selection occurs for a behavior
that the designer believes will produce the effect of obstacle avoidance, but the
robots are not evolving to avoid objects per se, they are learning to turn when
their forward sensors are stimulated. This is more specific than just selecting for
robots that do not collide with objects.
It is evident that if one does not have a basic understanding of how to perform
a particular task, a behavioral fitness function cannot be formulated. But because
many, if not all, tasks studied in ER to date are very simple, researchers have been
able to formulate behavioral fitness functions using their own expertise and
intuitions. For this reason behavioral fitness functions have been used extensively
up to this point in ER. Examples of the use of behavioral fitness functions can be
found in [1][2][3].
Some behavioral fitness functions are selective for a desired control feature,
rather than a precise sensor-to-actuator mapping. For example, if one wished to
evolve a robot controller that spent most of its time moving, one might include a
term in the fitness function that is maximized when forward motion commands
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result in continued forward motion of the robot over time (if the front of a robot
were in contact with an immobile object, it would not move forward regardless of
its current actuator commands). This example term is not selective for an exact
sensor-to-actuator mapping. There are many other formulations that could also
produce the desired control feature. Hence, this type of term does not require
quite as much a priori knowledge of the exact details of the control law to be
learned.
For the evolution of non-trivial behaviors, selection using behavioral fitness
functions results mainly in the optimization of human-designed controller
strategies, as opposed to the evolution or learning of novel intelligent behavior.
Because the tasks studied so far in the field have been relatively simple, and in
many ways aimed at general proof of concept research, the reliance on behavioral
fitness functions has not been such an important issue. However, it is safe to say
that the groundwork in ER has been laid. It is possible to train robot control
systems to perform behavioral tasks that require them to operate autonomously in
dynamic environments.
Aggregate fitness functions select only for high-level success or failure to
complete a task. Selection is made without regard to how the task was actually
completed. This type of selection reduces injection of human bias into the
evolving system by aggregating the evaluation of benefit (or deficit) of all of the
robot’s behaviors into a single success/failure term. Evolution performed with an
aggregate fitness function is sometimes called all-in-one evaluation. Until
recently, aggregate fitness selection was largely dismissed by the ER community.
This is because initial populations of controllers can be expected to have no
detectable level of overall competence to perform non-trivial tasks (i.e. they are
sub-minimally competent). Pure aggregate selection produces no selective
pressure in sub-minimally competent populations at the beginning of evolution
and hence the process cannot get started (the bootstrap problem [4]).
Even so, aggregate fitness selection in one form or another appears to be
necessary in order to generate complex controllers in the general case if one is to
avoid injecting restrictive levels of human or designer bias into the resulting
evolved controllers.
Examples of aggregate fitness selection are found in [5][6][7].
Although there are many examples of the use of pure behavioral fitness
functions, and some further examples of purely aggregating fitness functions,
much of the ER research actually uses some form of hybrid between behavioral
and aggregate selection. We will refer to these hybrid objective functions as
tailored fitness functions.
Tailored fitness functions contain behavior-measuring terms, as well as
aggregate terms that measure some degree or aspect of task completion that is
divorced from any particular behavior. As an example, suppose a phototaxis
behavior is to be evolved. A possible fitness function might contain one term that
rewards the degree to which a robot turns toward the light source, and another
term that rewards a robot that arrives at the light source by any means, regardless
of the specific sensor-actuator behaviors used to perform the task.
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Unlike true aggregate fitness functions, aggregate terms in tailored fitness
functions may measure a degree of partial task completion in a way that injects
some level of a priori information into the evolving controller. For example, in
the phototaxis task, a tailored fitness function might contain a term that provides a
scaled value depending on how close the robot came to the light source during
testing. This may seem at first glance to be free of a priori task solution
knowledge or bias, but it contains the information that being closer to the goal is
inherently better. In an environment composed of many walls and corridors, linear
distance might not be a good measure of fitness of a given robot controller. We
use the term “tailored” to emphasize that these types of fitness functions are taskspecific hand-formulated functions that contain various types of selection metrics,
fitted by the designer to the given problem, and often contain solution information
implicitly or explicitly. Examples of work using tailored fitness functions can be
found in [8][9][10].
To conclude our discussion of fitness functions we mention two variant
methods of evolution that appear in ER. These are incremental evolution and
competitive evolution.
Incremental evolution begins the evolutionary process by selecting for a simple
ability upon which a more complex overall behavior can eventually be built. Once
the simple ability is evolved, the fitness function is altered or augmented to select
for a more complex behavior. This sequence of evolution followed by fitness
function augmentation continues until eventually the desired final behavior is
achieved. The overall process can be considered one of explicit training for
simple sub-behaviors followed by training for successively more complex
behaviors. In many ways this can be thought of as a serialization of a complex
behavioral or tailored fitness function. The initial fitness functions in incremental
evolution can be tailored or behavioral, but the final applied fitness function
might be purely aggregate.
Competitive evolution (competitive selection) utilizes direct competition
between members of an evolving population. Controllers in almost all ER
research compete in the sense that their calculated fitness levels are compared
during selection and propagation. However, in competitive evolution robot
controllers compete against one another within the same environment so that the
behavior of one robot directly influences the behavior, and therefore fitness
evaluation, of another.
A variant upon competitive evolution is co-competitive evolution in which two
separate populations (performing distinct tasks) compete against each other within
the same environment. Examples of co-competitive evolution involving
populations of predator and prey robots exist in the literature [11][12][13]. Two
co-evolving populations, if initialized simultaneously, stand a good chance of
promoting the evolution of more complex behaviors in one another. As one
population evolves greater skills, the other responds by evolving reciprocally
more competent behaviors. The research presented in [11][12][13] shows this
effect to a degree, but results from other areas of evolutionary computing suggest
that given the correct evolutionary conditions, pure aggregate selection combined
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with intra-population competition can result in the evolution of very competent
systems [14][15].

II.

EVOLUTIONARY ROBOTICS SO FAR

The field of ER has been reviewed in several publications [16][17][18]. Much
of the research focuses on evolving controllers for simple tasks such as phototaxis
[19][20], object avoidance [21][22], simple forms of navigation [23][24], or lowlevel actuator control for locomotion [25][3].
Although the evolutionary algorithms vary to a degree from work to work,
most of them fall within a general class of stochastic hill-climbing learning
algorithms. Unless otherwise stated, the research discussed below use some form
of evolutionary algorithm roughly equivalent to that which was outlined in the
introduction to this chapter. It is true that some algorithms may show a two-fold
(or even ten-fold) increase in training efficiency over others, but so long as the
search space and controller representation space are not over-constrained it is the
fitness function that finally determines the achievable performance.
We consider mainly evolutionary robotics work that has been verified in real
robots. Physical verification in real robots forces researchers to use simulations
that are analogous to the physical world. Some subtleties of control are contained
within the robot-world interface and are easily overlooked [50][51]. In particular,
adequate simulators must maintain a suitable representation of the sensory-motorworld feedback loop in which robots alter their relationship to the world by
moving, and thus alter their own sensory view of the world. Robotics work
involving only simulation, without physical verification, should not be considered
fully validated. Much of the pure-simulation work falls into the category of
artificial life (AL), and many of these simulation environments include unrealistic
representations or rely on sensors that report unobtainable data or conceptual data.
That said, learning in simulation with transfer to real robots has been repeatedly
demonstrated to be viable over the last decade [6][26][27][28]. Much of this work
has involved new physics- and sensor-based simulators. The verification of
evolved controllers in real robots allows a clear distinction to be made between
the large amount of work done in the field of artificial life, and the similar, but
physically grounded work pursued in evolutionary robotics.
Early research efforts that might be considered precursors to evolutionary
robotics done in the late 1980’s consisted of learning simple navigation abilities in
purely simulated agents [50][52]. In the first decade of evolutionary robotics work
(1990-2000), the field moved from an almost non-existent state to become a field
of research in which numerous projects produced real robots relying entirely on
evolved controllers for interaction with their environments.
Locomotion in combination with obstacle avoidance in legged robots has been
reported in several studies [29][3][21][5]. Filliat et al. [29] evolved locomotion
and object avoidance controllers for a hexapod robot using neural networks
composed of threshold neurons. Controllers were evolved in simulation and
transferred to real robots for testing. Jakobi et al. [3] described the use of minimal
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simulation to evolve controllers for an eight-legged robot with sixteen leg
actuators. Kodjabachian et al. [21] describe the incremental evolution of walking,
object avoidance and chemotaxis in a simulated six-legged insectoid robot.
Hornby et al. [5] describe the evolution of ball chasing using an 18-DOF
quadruped robot.
Peg pushing behaviors were evolved in [30][4]. This task required robots to
push small cylinders toward a light source. In [31] Lee et al. investigated a similar
box-pushing behavior using Genetic Programming (GP).
Several examples of competition in the form of co-evolution of competing
species have been reported in the literature. Cliff and Miller investigated the coevolution of competing populations of predator and prey robots [32][13]. Similar
works have been reported in [17][11][12].
Evolution of controllers using competition within a single population (intrapopulation competition) is investigated in [28].
The most complex tasks addressed in the literature involve some form of
sequential action. Nolfi [33] reports on the evolution of a garbage collection
behavior in which a robot must pick up pegs in an arena and deposit them outside
the arena. Ziemke [34] studied the evolution of robot controllers for a task in
which a robot must collide with objects (“collect” them) in one zone and avoid
them in another. In [35] Floreano et al. report on the evolution of a behavior in
which robots move to a light and then back to a home zone. Another example of
evolving controllers for a relatively complex task is reported in Tuci et al. [36].
Robot controllers evolved to produce lifetime learning in order to predict the
location of a goal object based on the position of a light source.
Flocking behaviors have also been investigated. Ashiru describes the evolution
of a simple robot flocking behavior in [37]. A robot coordination task in which
two robots evolve to move while maintaining mutual proximity is reported by
Quinn in [38]. Baldassarre et al. [39] evolved homogeneous controllers for a task
in which four robots must move together in a small group toward a light or sound
source. In [40] aggregation of small robots into a larger structure is investigated
and makes use of a relatively complex hand-formulated fitness function.
In the early 2000’s evolution of body and mind (morphology and controller)
was achieved using the innovation of elemental modular components that were
both amenable to simulation, and relatively easy to fabricate [6][26]. It must be
noted that these works have not produced significant advances in controller
complexity per se, but rather they have shown that evolution in simulated
environments can indeed be used to produce physically viable robot minds and
bodies.
It may still be the case that certain environments are beyond the ability of
modern methods to simulate for the purpose of evolutionary learning, but this
cannot now be considered to be the stumbling block that it once was. Numerous
experiments and systems have shown that the intuitively compelling arguments
supporting embodiment as a requirement for low-level learning entertained by
researchers in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s [51] are in fact not correct
[6][26][27][28]. The universe is by no means its own best simulation [50].
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Recent years have also seen a significant methodological change related to
fitness function usage in the field. Aggregate fitness functions have been used to
reproduce many of the results first obtained using more complicated handformulated fitness functions. Some earlier works, especially in the area of
incremental evolution, made the claim that the more complex forms of fitness
evaluation were necessary to achieve successful evolution of the behaviors
studied. This however has been shown not to be the case.
Although developing an experimental research platform capable of supporting
the evolutionary training of autonomous robots remains a non-trivial task, many
of the initial concerns and criticisms regarding embodiment and transference from
simulated to real robots have been addressed. There are sufficient examples of
evolutionary robotics research platforms that have successfully demonstrated the
production of working controllers in real robots [19][11][22][20]. Also, there have
been numerous examples of successful evolution of controllers in simulation with
transfer to real robots [1][33] [41][6][5][42][43].
One of the major achievements of the field of ER as a whole is that it has
demonstrated that sophisticated evolvable robot control structures (such as neural
networks) can be trained to produce functional behaviors in real (embodied)
autonomous robots. What has not been shown is that ER methods can be extended
to generate robot controllers capable of complex autonomous behaviors. In
particular, no ER work has yet shown that it is possible to evolve complex
controllers in the general case or for generalized tasks.
Concerns related to fitness evaluation and fitness selection remain largely
unresolved. The majority of ER research presented in the literature employs some
form of hand-formulated, task-specific fitness selection function that more or less
defines how to achieve the intended task or behavior. The most complex evolved
behaviors to date consist of no more than three or four coordinated fundamental
sub-behaviors [33][35][28][27]. In [33], the fitness selection method used was
relatively selective for an a priori known or pre-defined solution. In [35][28][27]
the fitness functions used for selection contained relatively little a priori
knowledge, and allowed evolution to proceed in a relatively unbiased manner.
This is an interesting contrast to much of the work aimed at evolving simple
homing or object avoidance behaviors, which in some cases used complex fitness
functions that heavily biased the evolved controllers toward an a priori known
solution.

III.

EVOLUTIONARY ROBOTICS AND AGGREGATE FITNESS

In this section we focus on evolutionary robotics research that has used
aggregate fitness functions.
Several robot actuator control tasks have been investigated using aggregate or
near-aggregate fitness functions. These include gait evolution in legged robots
[44][7][45][46], and flying lift generation in a flying robot [25]. Simple actuator
coordination tasks do not fall under the heading of environmentally situated
intelligent autonomous robot control and do not usually produce complex
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reactions to environmental sensor stimuli. However, they do involve the
application of evolutionary computing methods to evolve novel control, and are
included in this section along with the other evolved autonomous controller
research.
In [5] the evolution of a ball-pushing behavior using an 18-DOF quadruped robot
(Sony AIBO) is described. The fitness function used can be considered to be
aggregate. The function measures the degree of success of moving the ball simply
by measuring the total distance that the ball was moved over the course of an
evaluation trial.
In [44] the authors use embodied evolution to develop gaits for a hexapod
robot. An aggregate fitness function was used that measured the distance traveled
by the robot while walking on a treadmill.
Both [6] and [26] described separate examples of systems in which whole
robots (bodied and controllers) were co-evolved in simulation and then
constructed in the real world using modular actuators and structural units. In both
cases robots were evolved for locomotion abilities and fitness was calculated
simply as the distance d traveled. This was a purely aggregate fitness function and
contained no other features of potential control solutions or of possible robot
morphologies.
[7] reported on the embodied evolution of a locomotion behavior in a robot
relying on tactile sensors for object detection. The fitness function simply
measured the arc-length distance traveled by the robot (as reported by a swivel
wheel and odometer attached to the robot) over a given evaluation period:
In [25] embodied evolution was used to develop lift-generating motions in a
winged flying robot. A near aggregate fitness function was used that measured
height obtained by the robot at each time step.
In [47] an indoor floating robotic blimp equipped with a camera and placed in
a small room with bar-code-like markings on the walls was evolved to produce
motion and wall avoidance. An essentially aggregate fitness function was used
that averaged magnitude of velocity over each trial period.
[48] described the evolution of morphology and control for modular robots
constructed of Lego and servo units. Robots were evolved for locomotion abilities
in simulation and then constructed in the lab with real hardware. A near-aggregate
fitness function (the same as that used in [6] and [26]) was used that measured
total net locomotion distance over the course of a trial period. Note that an initial
settling period occurred before each fitness-measuring period began. This was
done to avoid selecting for robots that moved merely by falling and this makes the
fitness function technically tailored, to a small degree.
[45] presents another example of embodied evolution of gaits in a physical
robot. The robot was a pneumatic hexapod of minimalist design. The authors used
the same aggregate fitness function as did [44]. Distance for the aggregate fitness
function was determined using images taken from an overhead camera.
Gait learning using a slightly different aggregate fitness function is given in
[46]. In this paper, a Sony AIBO quadruped robot was used, and again, the
evolutionary process was embodied in the real robot. Here fitness was measured
as average speed achieved by the robot.
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IV.

MAKING AGGREGATE SELECTION WORK

This section discusses methods for overcoming difficulties associated with
using aggregate fitness functions to evolve populations of mobile robot controllers
for specific tasks.
The foremost problem with aggregate selection is that it lacks selective power
early in evolution. One way to address this is to use a behavioral or tailored
fitness function to train robots to the point at which they have at least the
possibility of achieving a given complex task at some poor but detectable level,
and then to apply purely aggregate success/failure selection alone in the later part
of evolution, thus relaxing biases introduced by the initial fitness function. The
term bootstrap mode is used to refer to such an initial training function.
It is not clear what legacy in the evolving population might be left by biases
introduced by an initial bootstrap mode fitness function. Once started down one
path, innovation might be inhibited even if the initial biases are removed. Also,
designers still need to have some idea what kinds of fundamental abilities are
needed to allow the evolving controllers to have some chance at completing the
task. Even with these problems, the use of an initial bootstrap mode in
conjunction with later pure aggregate selection is a viable method for some nontrivial tasks and will likely be studied a great deal in the coming years.
Using intra-population competition in conjunction with aggregate selection
may also improve the quality of evolved controllers, at least for tasks that are
inherently competitive. Competitive fitness selection utilizes direct competition
between members of an evolving population. Controllers in almost all ER
research compete in the sense that their calculated fitness levels are compared
during selection and propagation. However, in competitive evolution robot
controllers compete against one another within the same environment so that the
behavior of one robot directly influences the behavior, and therefore fitness
evaluation, of another. For example, in a competitive goal-seeking task, one robot
might keep another from performing its task by pushing it away from the goal.
Here, the second robot might have received a higher fitness rating if it hadn’t been
obstructed by the first robot.
Intra-population competition presents a continually increasing task difficulty to
an evolving population of controllers and may be able to generate controllers that
have not been envisioned by human designers.

V.

AGGREGATE SELECTION AND COMPETITION

In this section we provide an overview of our own ER research [28][42][28].
The specific aim of the experiments reviewed here was to extend aggregate
selection using the methods discussed in the previous section.
We used aggregate selection with a minimal bootstrap mode in conjunction
with direct intra-population competition. The bootstrap mode was triggered only
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when no controller in the current generation of the evolving population showed
any detectable ability to complete the overall task.
As in the majority of ER research, we used neural networks to control our
robots. Populations of neural network based controllers were evolved to play a
robot version of the competitive team game Capture the Flag. In this game, there
are two teams of mobile robots and two stationary goal objects. All robots on one
team and one of the goals are of one color (red). The other team members and
their goal are another color (green). In the game, robots of each team must try to
approach the other team’s goal object while protecting their own goal. The robot
which first comes within a range of its opponent’s goal wins the game for its
team. Winning the game here is the task the robots learn to solve. The game is
played in maze worlds of varying configurations.
The competitive task, in the form of a game, allows for both simple and
complex strategies to arise. Although the simplest solution to this game task that
might succeed is to wander about the environment until the opponent’s goal is
found, more complex strategies are more efficient. Such a simple strategy will
usually fail against a more competent opponent. The competitive element of the
evolutionary environment is needed to drive controllers toward better solutions,
and this is where our research differs from most other research in the field. We
employ direct competition during evaluation between robots. This means that the
actions of one robot can alter the fitness evaluation of another directly. This also
produces a changing fitness landscape over the course of evolution (the Red
Queen Effect [32]).
The neural networks are essentially blank slates at the beginning of evolution.
They are made up of randomly interconnected neurons with weighted connections
initialized using values from a random distribution and they contain no
information related to the task to be learned. In addition to learning any gamespecific behaviors, the robots must also learn all aspects of locomotion and
navigation. The robot controllers relied solely on processed video inputs for
sensing their environment, and the best-performing neural network controllers
contained on the order of 100 neurons and 5000 connections. Because of the very
large number of sensor inputs, and the number of different types of objects the
robots needed to learn to recognize (or at least respond to), the actual task learned
by the controller is in some ways much more difficult than those studied in other
related work.
The genetic representation of the neural controllers was a direct encoding of
the network weights and connection topology. This consisted of a matrix of realvalued elements in which each element value represented a connection weight,
and the location of each element represented the position of that connection in the
overall network. The matrix also contained several additional columns of
formatted fields that specified neuron types and time delays.
During evolution, only mutation was used. Network weights, connectivity and
network topology were evolved. For the work discussed below, populations of 40
individual controllers were evolved. The evolutionary conditions and parameters
are summarized in table 1 below.
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Table 1. Environmental and experimental parameters used during evolution.
Parameter
Setting
Population size
40
Sensor inputs
150
Initial network size
60 neurons
Chance of adding or removing a 70%
neuron (during mutation)
Weight initialization range
[-1 1], uniform distribution
Weight mutation magnitude
[-1 1], uniform distribution
Weight mutation rate
25%
Initial feed forward connectivity
60%
Initial feedback connectivity
20%
Chance of adding or removing a
70%
connection (during mutation)
Elitism level (per generation)
Single best from previous
generation
Population replacement rate
50%
Generations (per evolution)
650

The physical robots used in this work were the EvBots [37][29]. The robots
were fully autonomous and performed all vision processing and control
computation on board. Figure 1 shows a photograph of two EvBots. Each robot
has been fitted with a colored shell. The shells were used in the Capture the Flag
game behavior and served to differentiate robots on different teams.

Figure 1. EvBot robots fitted with colored shells.
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Figure 2. Robots in the CRIM testing maze.

Testing of the robot controllers was performed in the reconfigurable CRIM
robot maze at the Center for Robots and Intelligent Machines at North Carolina
State University (Figure 2). The controllers themselves were evolved in a
simulation environment coupled to the real robots and maze environment at the
sensor and actuator level [42].
Fitness for individual controllers was based on their performance in
competition in tournaments of games. During each generation, a single
tournament of games was played. A bimodal training fitness selection function
was used. The fitness function has an initial bootstrap mode that accommodates
sub-minimally competent seed populations and a second mode that selects for
aggregate fitness based only on overall success or failure (winning or losing
games). The triggering of modes was decoupled from any explicit aspect of the
training environment or specific generation number and was related only to the
current behavior of the population.
The fitness function was applied in a relatively competitive form in which
controllers in the evolving population competed against one another to complete
their task—to win the game. In a given generation, if any robot controller was
able to complete the task, then all information from the bootstrap mode was
discarded for all the robots regardless of their individual performances and
selection for the whole population was conducted with purely win/lose
information.
Formally, fitness F(p) of an individual p in the population P at each generation
was calculated by:
F ( p ) = Fmode_1 ( p ) ⊕ Fmode_ 2 ( p )
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where Fmode_1 is the initial minimal-competence bootstrap mode and Fmode_2 is
the purely aggregate success/failure-based mode. Here ⊕ indicates exclusive-or,
dependent on Fmode_2: if the aggregate mode’s value is non-zero, it is used and any
value from Fmode_1 is discarded. Otherwise fitness is based on the output of
Fmode_1. Fmode_1 is formulated to return negative values and returns 0 when
maximized or if Fmode_2 is active. Fmode_2 in contrast returns positive values based
on number of game-wins, if any, and this allows for a simple mechanism to track
which mode is active at any generation over the course of evolution.
The minimal competence bootstrap mode selects for the ability to travel a
distance D through the competition maze environment. The general form of
mode 1 is as follows:
Fmode_1 = Fdist − s − m

(2)

where Fdist calculates a penalty proportional to the difference between distance
d traveled by the best robot on a team, and the minimal competence distance D,
which is defined as half the length of the training environment’s greatest
dimension. In Equation (2), s and m are penalty constants applied when robots on
a team become immobilized or stuck (by any means), or when controllers produce
actuator output commands that exceed the range of the actuators (the wheel
motors) respectively.
The rationale for this particular bootstrap mode is that if a robot can navigate at
least partway through a given environment without becoming ensnared on walls,
other robots, or other obstacles, then it has some chance of running across its
quarry (i.e. the opponent goal).
The second mode of the fitness function Fmode_2 is classified as aggregate
because it produces fitness based only on success or failure of the controllers to
complete the overall task (i.e. winning the game by finding and touching the
opponent’s goal first). The formulation of the success/failure mode of the fitness
function is determined by the competitive nature of the training algorithm. In
each generation, a tournament of games involving all the individuals in the
population was conducted. Each individual played two games against another
member of the population (the opponent). Note that the opponent was selected at
random from the previous generation of the population at the beginning of each
tournament and all controllers competed against that one robot. The reason for
this was to reduce the stochastic differences during evaluation introduced by the
environment and random opponent selection. The possible outcomes of these
games incurred different levels of fitness and are summarized in Table 2 below.
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Table 2. Fitness points awarded by the aggregate success/failure mode Fmode_2, for pairs of
reciprocal games during a generational tournament.

Game Pair
Outcomes
win-win
win-draw
win-lose

Fitness
Points Awarded
3
1
.5

Note that in cases where no win occurs during the entire tournament Fmode_1 is
used to determine negative fitness values.
Over the course of a typical controller evolution run, the fitness function
started using purely bootstrap mode, progressed to using a mixture of bootstrap
and aggregate, and then in the later parts of evolution relied exclusively on pure
aggregate selection. Figure 3 shows fitness values and number of games won per
generation over the course of an evolutionary run. The active mode of the fitness
function used during each generation is indicated at the top of the figure. No
controller in the population was able to win a game before the 60th generation of
training. With a population size of 40 (a typical size for this research) this would
represent about 4000 games and indicates that the initial and early forms of the
population have virtually no ability to complete the overall task and that use of the
aggregate fitness mode alone would indeed fail. Between the 60th and 160th
generations the fitness function oscillates between the two modes, relying more
heavily on the pure aggregate mode as evolution continues. After the 160th
generation the bootstrap mode is not invoked again, and selection is based
completely on aggregate selection. Note that the differing fitness values
correspond to the fitness values listed in Table 2 when the aggregate mode is
active. In addition, note that the incremental climb in fitness in the first 60
generations when fitness is dominated by the bootstrap mode is typical of ER
trainings in which a behavioral fitness function is used. Further, as the aggregate
fitness mode becomes dominant, absolute fitness becomes less of an indicator of
population refinement. Since the high score is 3 points, any generation that has a
controller that can win two games it plays will have this as the best fitness.
Over the course of evolution the robots learned how to navigate and locate
goals. They could differentiate between the different types of objects in their
environment as judged by their different responses to these. The robot controller
also evolved some temporal behaviors, but relied mainly on reactive control.
The results shown in Figure 3 summarize data collected over a particular
evolutionary training session. A series of such evolutions were performed, and
produced generally similar results, but due to very long simulation times (on the
order of three weeks of computation time on a 3.2 GHz X86 class dual processor
machine) no statistically significant data summarizing a putative general case
were generated.
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Figure 3. Fitness of best individual and number of wins per generation are shown over the course
of evolution for an evolving population. Modes of fitness function operation are also indicated.

Example games played with evolved controllers are shown in Figure 4. The
first panel shows a screen shot of the simulation environment while the second
panel shows a view of the physical maze environment and the real robots taken
with an overhead video camera. In both of the example games the robots are
shown in their final positions at the end of the games. The paths taken by the
robots are indicated by lines superimposed on the images.

Figure 4. Games played with robots using evolved controllers in simulated and real environments.
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The game sequences of Figure 4 demonstrate that controllers have evolved
some degree game-playing behavior. Because a relatively competitive fitness
selection metric was used to drive the evolutionary process, the absolute quality
of the robot controllers is not known. To address this, after the evolutionary
training process was complete, the final evolved controllers were tested against a
hand-coded knowledge-based controller of well-defined abilities.
The hand-coded controller was not used in any way during the training of the
neural network-based controllers. As far as the evolved controllers were
concerned, the rule-based controller was a novel controller not seen during
training. In addition, the post-training games were played in a maze configuration
not used during training in order to rule out the possibility that the controllers
memorized a particular maze topology as part of their learned strategies.
In order to obtain a reliable result a series of 240 games between the rule-based
controller and the best trained neural network controller was conducted in an
environment similar to the ones shown in Figure 4. Each game during the
tournament was initialized with a new randomly generated set of starting
positions for robots and goals. Figure 5 shows the results of this tournament. The
best-evolved neural controller won 108 games, the knowledge-based controller
won 103 games, and 29 games were played to a draw.
140
ANN Wins
Rule-base Wins
Draws

130
120
110

Game Wins in Tournament

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Figure 5. Bar graphs displaying evolved controller and knowledge-based controller competition
data collected during a tournament of 240 randomly initialized games. Data are shown with 95%
confidence intervals.

The data do not show that the evolved controllers were significantly better than
the hand-coded controller. Even with the large number of games played, the total
number of wins for each type of controller overlapped within 95% confidence
intervals. The evolved controllers played competitively with the hand-written
controllers, though, and this result is statistically significant.
In marked contrast to the knowledge-based controllers, the neural networkbased controllers displayed complex trajectories that were extremely difficult to
predict exactly. Although it may be possible to qualitatively analyze the evolved
controller behaviors to a degree, such analysis is not at all necessary to the
evolutionary process. Competition alone during evolution was responsible for
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driving the complexity of the controllers to a level at which they could compete
the hand-coded controller. Human knowledge was required to formulate the
minimal competence mode of the fitness function, but this only selected for
minimal navigation abilities.
The work discussed above used a bootstrap selection mode early in evolution
before transitioning to an aggregate mode. This raises the question of how these
experiments compare to similar work that used only purely aggregate selection
from the beginning. For comparison, we attempted to use purely aggregate
selection without the initial bootstrap mode. For our particular competitive game,
purely aggregate selection was not able to drive the evolution of fit controllers
(data not shown). However, in [49], carefully structured environmentalincremental evolution, in which the environment used during training was made
progressively more difficult, did produce competent controllers in a simulated
experiment. The task in [49] required robots to find and pick up objects in an
arena, and then deposit them outside the arena. The majority of the other
evolutionary robotics work reported in the literature that used purely aggregate
fitness functions evolved simple locomotion behaviors and is not directly
comparable to more complex tasks.
In [14] networks for playing Checkers were evolved to the near-expert level
(able to beat 95% of human players) using a purely aggregate selection scheme.
This was a non-robotic task, and the game of Checkers lacks the dynamic sensormotor-environment feedback loops characteristic of autonomous robotic systems,
but the work demonstrated that it is possible to evolve very competent systems for
difficult tasks.

VI.

CONCLUSION

We conclude the chapter with a discussion of the long-term prospects of using
artificial evolution to generate highly complex autonomous mobile robot
controllers. In spite of recent advances in ER, there remain fundamental unsolved
problems in the field that prevent its application to many non-trivial real-world
problems.
Although the field of evolutionary robotics has expanded and developed
greatly in the past decade, in some sense no substantive improvement in overall
controller sophistication has been achieved during this time. This is in spite of
continued advances in computer speeds, availability of robot platforms, and
efficiency of algorithms.
We hypothesize that the lack of improvement in the field of ER is
fundamentally a result of an inability to formulate effective fitness functions for
non-trivial tasks. For complex tasks, behavioral fitness functions must contain
more and more features of a known solution. In effect, the fitness function
becomes a recipe for evolving a solution containing mainly a priori known
features and more or less defines all of the major features of the evolved
solutions.
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We believe that aggregate selection must be used in one form or another to
achieve complex behaviors that are not known by researchers and developers a
priori, and this is crucial for the application of ER to sophisticated robot learning
in dynamic uncharacterized environments. This is not just a problem for ER, but
affects any form of learning in uncharacterized environments that require some
form of feedback to drive the learning process.
The work in [14] and also in [15] use aggregate selection to generate very
competent systems for playing the games of Checkers and Go respectively.
However, the current robotics work has not reached these levels of proficiency.
Evolution conducted with one or more carefully formulated bootstrap modes,
followed by aggregate selection performed in a fidelity training environment with
adequate computing power will very probably be able to generate controllers an
order of magnitude more complex than the current standard fitness evaluation
methods in ER. But this is in no way a general solution to autonomous control
learning. Controllers created using most current ER methods might be capable of
performing one or two distinct elemental tasks, and the most sophisticated
controllers evolved perform no more than five or six coordinated elemental tasks.
An order of magnitude improvement would not represent a significant
improvement over current non-learning-based autonomous robot controllers,
although it would allow ER methods to at least be competitive with other state-ofthe-art autonomous robot control design methods.
Intra-population competition during fitness evaluation, in combination with
aggregate or near-aggregate selection, can produce controllers of significant
complexity, but many if not most tasks of interest cannot be reduced to a purely
competitive form in which one robot’s behavior directly impinges upon the
behavior (and thus the fitness) of another co-evolving robot. This direct intrapopulation competition within the robot’s testing environment is essential in order
to drive evolution to produce sophisticated agents, at least if it is applied as in the
experiments discussed in this chapter. So again, we do not yet have a tool that
can provide generalized learning for most non-trivial problems.
A second and more esoteric problem with aggregate selection, as well as other
selection mechanisms in artificial evolving systems, is that they impose a
particularly high-level of task bias on the evolving agents in a way that cannot be
related to natural evolutionary processes. This is not to say that every aspect of
natural evolution must be duplicated in artificial evolution systems, but because
the natural development of life on Earth appears to be our only example of truly
complex agents arising from lifeless origins, it is unclear which aspects of natural
evolution are essential, and which are merely artifacts of life as it developed on
Earth.
Artificial evolution when applied to autonomous robots attempts to evolve
abilities to perform specific tasks. In natural systems, there is no particular
fundamental bias toward any particular functionality. This is an important and
perhaps subtle difference between natural and artificial evolution. Natural
evolution does not evolve creatures with specific abilities per se. Nature used
(uses) exactly the same fundamental driving selection force to evolve, for
example, trees as it did to evolve birds. The underlying bias toward particular
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functionality (i.e. photosynthesizing or flying) in natural systems is very low.
Further, all forms of bias seen in nature are reducible to fundamental physical law
(even if this reduction is beyond our abilities to elucidate).
Because
representation (i.e. the physical universe) and selection pressure in nature are
consistent, fundamental bias is very low, yet complexity can be represented. It is
possible that in order for anything approaching life-like abilities to arise, all forms
of selection bias must be kept at extremely low levels, and must be consistent
with fundamental representation. This places into question whether it is possible
to evolve agents for particular predefined tasks in general.
There are no artificial evolutionary systems in which selection and
representation are fully consistent. Currently, all artificial life systems, including
all evolutionary robotics systems, that have shown any signs of developing
autonomous capabilities use some form of fitness evolution that is imposed on the
evolving systems. Self-organizing systems such as cellular automata have been
studied, and these perhaps do not suffer from secondary biases, but no such
system has been shown to have the potential to generate intelligent interactive
behaviors that are necessary for autonomous robotic systems that are intended to
operate in dynamic environments.
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